KAILASH MANASAROVAR BOOKING FORM-2019
PACKAGE DETAILS (Office use only*)
Number of Pax:____________________________________________
Package Type: OVER LAND-BUS/ HELI-KTM/ LHASA/HOMA BATCH/MUKTHINATH
Date of Travel: DD/MM/YYYY
Tour Stating point:_________________________

Number of Days/Nights: DD/NN

Mode of Travel: CHARTERED FLIGHT & HELICOPTER

BUS

Please tick the options mentioned below
Flight

Booked by customer

Booked by Sankara Yatra

MODE OF PAYMENT:
DD/Cheque has to be drawn in favour of “SANKARA YATRA” payable at Bangalore.
You can deposit cash or make online/NEFT payment in favour of “SANKARA YATRA”

Name :

SANKARA YATRA

Name :

SANKARA YATRA

A/C No.
Bank Name

510101005483884
Corporation Bank

A/C No.
Bank Name

67273178983
State Bank of India

Branch,
IFSC CODE
Swift Code

RMV Extension
CORP0000582
CORPINBB763

Branch,
IFSC CODE
Swift Code

Dollar Colony
SBIN0009042
SBININBB425

Booking Amount Paid:- Rs._________________ (Non refundable deposit)
Balance Payable Rs.________________________ (Before 45 days from the date of departure):

Balance amount to be paid 45 days PRIOR to Departure:

Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY

Corporate Office: #64, 8th Cross, New BEL Road, Bangalore - 560054. T: 080 43000900
Email: tour@sankarayatra.com Mobile: 7760984165/9902209565 -.www.sankarayatra.com
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PASSENGER DETAILS: (FILL IN BLOCK LETTERS)
First Name: ____________________________________________

Last Name: ____________________________________________

Gender (M/F):

M

F

Nationality: INDIAN

NRI

OTHERS ___________________

Date of birth: DD/MM/YY Age:

Email Address: ___________________________________

Full Postal Address: __________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone: _____________________ Mobile Number_____________________
Passport Number_____________________ Date of issue: DD/MM/YY
Date of expiry: DD/MM/YY
Place of issue: ______________________________
PAN NO : _____________________________
VOTER ID MANDATORY: YES / NO
Emergency Contact Number
Name: ________________________________ Relationship: __________________________
Contact Number 1: _______________________ Contact Number 2:_____________________________

Full Address:
______________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________ PIN CODE

Customer Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY

Corporate Office: #64, 8th Cross, New BEL Road, Bangalore - 560054. T: 080 43000900
Email: tour@sankarayatra.com Mobile: 7760984165/9902209565 -.www.sankarayatra.com
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PERSONAL DECLARATION AND INDEMNITY

I hereby confirm my participation in the Tour organized by SANKARA YATRA and shall abide by all
the implemented rules and regulations and the following terms

1. I release SANKARA YATRA and its officers, employees, agents, licensees, guides and all other
representatives and the land management authorities in the countries in which the trip is conducted
(each of whom are collectively referred to as SANKARA YATRA)and its employees from all
costs, liability, loss or damage incurred or suffered by me directly or indirectly during the course of
the Yatra and resulting to my personal injury, illness or death or damage to or loss of my property
unless caused by willful negligence or wrongful act of SANKARA YATRA and its employees and I
waive any claims I have or may have at any time against SANKARA YATRA and its employees
and I agree by accepting the additional inherent dangers and risks associated with the trip,
not to make any claim against or seek any compensation from SANKARA YATRA and its
employees in respect of any personal injury, illness, death suffered by me or damage to or loss of
property sustained by me as a result of my participation in the Yatra.
2. I understand that I am travelling at my own risk. I undertake to undergo required medical
examination as advised by SANKARA YATRA in our interest, at the time of booking and after
thoroughly satisfying myself about the feasibility of travelling , I will take up the Yatra and at no
point of time I will make SANKARA YATRA, its Employees or Representatives liable for the
health risks associated with the YATRA. I understand the difficulties and lack of comforts involved
in the Kailash Manasarovar Yatra and hence I am agreeable for living in Mud house/using open
air toilets in case of non-availability of other facilities.
3. I understand and accept that due to the nature of travel in the mountain and also due to certain
terms and conditions imposed upon SANKARA YATRA by the principals’ i.e the CIPSC, I will
not be eligible for any refund of the cost for whatsoever reason when the trip is actually launched
and if I make a cancellation after completion of booking formalities I lose the amount mentioned
according to the clauses of cancellation policy (Refer to section 4)
4 . I understand that in case of any cancellation of the trip by me under any unforeseen
Circumstances I am not liable to get any sort of refund from SANKARA YATRA.

Customer Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY

Corporate Office: #64, 8th Cross, New BEL Road, Bangalore - 560054. T: 080 43000900
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5. I undertake to provide necessary documents like Passport, Personal photographs etc for
Processing my Visa and Permit with other documents

6. I have read all the terms and conditions listed in this booking form thoroughly and have fully and
clearly understood the information on the trip. I have also understood the itinerary and all other
written material issued by SANKARA YATRA and also been explained by SANKARA YATRA
TEAM very clearly for the trip I have applied to join. I am joining this yatra only after
understanding clearly about the Yatra, its cost, risks associated with it and in no point of time in
future I will be questioning the same.

7. The services pertaining to the Kailash Manasarovar Yatra is from Kathmandu to
Kathmandu [KTM-KTM] only. Yatrees who have opted for the Kailash Manasarovar
Yatra have to make their own travel arrangements to reach Kathmandu as per
Itinerary.

8. Sankara Yatra can provide assistance on reaching Kathmandu to Yatrees who are keen on
participating in Kailash Manasarovar Yatra. To avail this facility, the Yatree has to place a specific
request with our team through e-mail or call our customer care executives. The cost of air tickets to
Kathmandu should be borne by the Yatrees at the prevailing Air fare during the time of booking.

Customer Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY

Corporate Office: #64, 8th Cross, New BEL Road, Bangalore - 560054. T: 080 43000900
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9. In the event of bad weather, landslides, torrential rain and other Unavoidable circumstances the
services of Helicopter/Chartered Flight might be disrupted and the Itinerary shall be rescheduled. In
such circumstances:

a] The rescheduling of Flights has to be done by the Customer also in case if Sankara Yatra is
booking the Flight ticket the amount has to be given on spot to our representatives immediately.

b] In the event of booking done by Sankara Yatra; Sankara Yatra shall reschedule the
flight/helicopter accordingly at an extra cost as applicable during the time of booking. The cost of
re-scheduling of Flight has to be borne by the Customer.

c] Sankara yatra is not responsible of the baggage if lost in the Yatra program. No valuables should
be kept in the baggage all the important items/valuable has to be kept with the customer only.

10. PARIKRAMA

According to new rules from CIPSC (China Indian Pilgrims' Service Center) any Indian National
desirous of embarking the sacred Parikrama [Circumambulation] of Mt. Kailash has to be within the
age of 65 years. Any Indian National / Non Indian National person above 65 shall not be permitted
for 'Parikrama' by CIPSC. Yatrees may take note of this new rule from CIPSC.
Note: CIPSC (China Indian Pilgrims’ Service Center) has a monopoly over the rights to handle travel
arrangements & fix rates for the Indian pilgrims in Tibet side.
11] Yatrees above the age of 65 years and who are a part of the Itinerary can however, stay at the base
camp at Darchen. This rule will be enforced to all Passengers who desirous of participating in Kailash
Manasarovar Yatra.

Customer Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY
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12] Furthermore, only a group comprising of 5 members, within the age of 65 years shall be
permitted to undertake the Parikrama. This rule has been introduced by CIPSC and shall be enforced
to Yatrees who are eligible to undertake Parikrama (less than 65 years).

13] All passengers are requested to abide by the Terms and Conditions mentioned laid down by
CIPSC and Sankara Yatra. We request your co-operation and read the T&C for your clear
understanding of the Yatra.

14] In the event of adverse health condition and sudden ill health of the Yatree;(under any
circumstances) the cost arising there from for the return of Yatree to nearest base camp and to cross
the border will attract Visa cancellation, transport cost and guide charges, which has to be borne by
the Yatree only.

15] The Yatrees accept the cost of the Yatra voluntarily and after understanding the expenses involved
in organising the same by the Sankara Yatra. At any point of time the Yatrees will not question the
correctness of the cost as provided in this booking form which is agreed to by the yatrees.

16] Yatrees who cannot undertake Parikrama: exceeding 65 years of age, health factor and physical
incapability should not indulge in scuffle/argument with Tour manager for not permitting them to
undertake the Parikrama. A signed copy of the terms and conditions duly signed by Yatree shall be
shown to them in such a scenario.

17. I am aware of the actual conditions in Kailash-Manasarovar situated at high altitude where
availability of medical facilities, accommodation, food items, means of communication and
transport are minimal. I am aware that Yatree’s may suffer High Altitude Sickness and other
medical problems. I assure that I will undergo necessary medical tests and I will travel only after
my personal physician certifying my ability to travel.

Customer Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY
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18. I understand that there will be third party agreement with SANKARA YATRA for effectively
carrying out the YATRA to our satisfaction and I am bound by the terms and conditions stated
therein. I also understand that the term staff includes the authorised representative of SANKARA
YATRA.

19. Senior citizens, Yatrees with low physical mobility and other medical issues will be accorded
priority while boarding the Chartered Flight during the Yatra. No partiality; favouritism is done
here, and Yatrees will have to avoid scuffle/arguments on being side-lined for taking the first
Chartered flight during the Yatra.

20.Sankara Yatra will have no role to play whatsoever in the Immigration process. There is no prebooking of the bus/escort or vehicle and is done purely by Chinese government while undertaking
the Immigration formalities in the border.

21 Taking a holy dip in the Manasarovar is subject to permission from Chinese Authorities. Yatrees
will have to respect the rules and regulations which are changed regularly.

22. The room bookings at Darchen (base camp) are subject to sudden changes due to arrival/exit of
VVIP, VIP, Political personalities or any such event that might cancel our booking which are out of
our control. Sankara Yatra will make alternate arrangements during such occassion and any such
time of delay shall be tolerated by the Yatree, until rooms are allotted to the particular group.

23. Undertaking Parikrama is the most fulfilling and most awaited part of Kailash Manasarovar Yatra.
Yatree's desirous of undertaking the Yatra are checked for their vital parameters; Oxygen level in
particular by the authorities to ensure they do not fall sick during Parikrama - a crucial phase of
Yatra which is inhospitable, difficult terrain and with limited medical help. Any Yatree's whose
vital parameters are not as per prescribed limit shall not be allowed to take up Parikrama as their
health might further deteriorate during Parikrama.

Customer Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY

Corporate Office: #64, 8th Cross, New BEL Road, Bangalore - 560054. T: 080 43000900
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24. The certificate of completion of the Yatra for obtaining the Government subsidy will be issued to
those who made full payment as per the booking form. The first party can withhold the certificate of
completion for the unpaid dues. If the yatri loses the subsidy due to the non-filing of the certificate
to be issued by the KMY for the reasons mentioned above, the Yatri cannot seek compensation
from the First Party. On making full payment and completion of the yatra, the First party undertakes
to issue the certificate of completion for claiming subsidy within

days from the date of completion

of the yatra.

Customer Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY
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TERMS & CONDITIOS:

Please READ carefully:
th

The services on this website are provided by Arjun Production House Pvt Ltd, # 64, 8 Cross, New
BEL Road, Bangalore- 560054 (hereinafter referred to as “Sankara Yatra”).
In completing and submitting the Booking Form, you agree to be bound by these terms and conditions
which constitute the agreement between Sankara Yatra and you.
These conditions apply to the exclusion of any other terms or conditions, Previous
Communications between the parties will not vary these terms and conditions.
No claimed variation of these conditions will be effective unless in writing and signed by a person duly
authorized by Sankara Yatra. When you send us your Booking Form, you will be deemed to have agreed
to these terms and conditions. If you do not agree to the terms and conditions set forth herein, please do
not use the website or services provided herein.

BOOKING & ADVANCE DEPOSIT:
Each of the organized package tours has specifications of the itinerary, cost, exclusions, formalities to be
complied with etc. Please read all such specifications prior to making a booking.
To reserve your place for the trip, please complete the Booking Form and send it to
“SANKARA YATRA”, # 64, 8th Cross, New BEL Road, Bangalore- 560054
WITH AN ADVANCE DEPOSIT OF
 INR 30,000/- per person for Indians and
 INR 50,000/- per person for Non Residential Indians.
Our bank account details have been provided in the Booking Form.
The advance deposit is
1. Not refundable under any circumstances.
2. Non Transferrable
To confirm your place in the trip, please ensure that entire payment of the fee is received by SANKARA
YATRA at least 45 days prior to departure date. In case your trip date is within 45 (Forty five) days from
booking date, then the entire payment should be made at the time of booking. Without receipt of full
payment you will not be permitted to commence the trip. No exceptions will be made or allowed. (The
actual date of departure will be intimated to you)

Customer Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY
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CANCELLATION OF BOOKING & REFUND:
1. An amount of Rs. 30,000/- paid by the yatris to Sankara Yatra is a non-refundable deposit. Once the
booking is done the said amount of 30,000/- and the component of GST for the whole amount will
not be refunded. The amount of service tax will be deducted from the refundable amount and paid
back to the yatris in case of cancellation
2. The non-refundable deposit for NRI's would be Rs.50,000/3. No refund would be initiated to Yatrees; if cancellation period is before 7-15 days from the date of
departure. 75% of package cost will be deducted if the cancellation is made before 15-30 days from
the date of departure.
4. No refund in case, cancellation is done after your permit and visa is processed.
5. No refund or adjustment is made in the event of interruption of journey by a client on his own or after
the commencement of the tour.
6. Any changes in given Itinerary requested by the client will be on chargeable basis.
7.

Extra Accommodation in Kathmandu for over 2 nights as per itinerary due to early arrival from
Kailash, rescue charges, medical bills have to be borne by the Yatrees.

8. If the trip is disturbed in case of Visa Permit problem arising from Tibet, or any other reasons which
is not our control, all expenses are arising there from have to be borne by Yatrees.
9. As agreed upon, if the Yatrees fail to pay the balance amount in Kathmandu, their furtherance of the
Yatra will be cancelled immediately. Sankara Yatra, will hold no responsibility on their participation
or return to their respective places, if they fail to pay the balance amount on the specified date.
Please note, in all cases, additional service charge, bank transfer fee and other charges may apply. Such
amounts will also be deducted from the booking amount.
In the event you wish to cancel any flight bookings, railway tickets bookings or hotel bookings made from
the website, the cancellation policies of such airlines, railway or hotels, respectively, will be applicable.

Customer Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY
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AMENDMENTS:

If you wish to make amendments to the arrangements in your trip, you must notify Sankara Yatra in
writing. Sankara Yatra may not be able to make all arrangements as desired. In the event that amendments
can be entertained, each amendment to your trip arrangements will incur an administrative fee depending
upon the situation. All administration fees must be cleared before the date of departure. The Yatree should
also bear the amount arising from cancellation of flight booking.
In addition, such amendments may involve additional cost. In such case, the additional cost for
amendment will be communicated to you and only upon your acceptance of the additional cost and
payment thereof forthwith Sankara Yatra will carry out the amendment to the arrangements in your trip
.
FORCE MAJEURE:
It is our most important concern and aim that you enjoy your trip enabling us to earn your trust. However,
we are not responsible for any cancellation due to any adverse weather conditions, industrial disputes,
technical failure of any type of transport we use, late arrivals force majeure, changes in the made by the
Government or for any reasons beyond our control.

MEDICAL DISCLOSURE:
Please note, by booking a trip on the website, you declare and warrant that you are in good health and are,
mentally and physically fit at the time of booking the trip and are medically fit to undertake the relevant
trip.
In the event that you have a specific medical condition preventing you from undertaking the trip, we advise
you against making a booking of a trip on the website. In the event you nonetheless wish to do so, please
disclose all such conditions in the Booking Form.
Which will help SANKARA YATRA TO SERVE YOU BETTER. It is also the prerogative of SANKARA
YATRA TO CANCEL your booking and refund the amount before confirmation in case they are of the
opinion that you are medically unfit to travel. This does not create any duty for SANKARA YATRA to
review and certify your medical fitness and it is entirely left to you and to your risks.

Customer Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY
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ROUTE CHANGES / POSTPONEMENT / CANCELLATION OR DELAY:

Sankara Yatra reserves the rights to change the date of departure or conclusion of the trip; modify
any aspect of the trip ; cancel or modify any routes within the trip; or change the itinerary, substitute
different or equivalent routes within the trip in place of cancelled or modified routes; postpone/cancel or
delay any such aspect of the trip if, in the absolute discretion of Sankara Yatra it is necessary to do so due
to inclement weather, snow or icy conditions or conditions that are otherwise likely to be unfavourable,
hazardous or even dangerous or due to any other adverse or threatening conditions whether political,
military, terrorist or otherwise or if, in the absolute discretion of Sankara Yatra there is a likelihood of any
such event occurring which may impact upon the safety of the Yatris/Travellers. Sankara Yatra also
reserves in its absolute discretion, the right to cancel any tour due to any government travel warning or
advice, or any change in such warning or advice. Sankara Yatra will make a final decision that is binding
in case of any differences or disputes during the trip, cancel a trip if a participant does not comply with all
the formalities required by the Nepalese and Chinese authorities’ en-route, if such formalities are
necessary for the trip.
Any participants in possession of unlawful drugs, firearms, political propaganda or carrying anything that
is deemed illegal and constituting an offence will immediately be excluded from the trip without any
refund.

INSURANCE:
Personal travel insurance is not included in the tour cost. You are required to procure adequate personal
travel insurance for the full duration of the Yatra in respect to illness, injury, death, transporting mortal
remains in case of untimely death, emergency evacuation or loss of baggage and personal belongings,
cancellation and curtailment.
Please ensure you carry such insurance when you commence travel.

Customer Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY
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AIRLINE:
Any material published by Sankara Yatra in the booking form and these conditions of contract are not
issued on behalf of, and do not commit any airline whose services are used or proposed to be used in the
course of the trip. In the event that an airline’s proposed travel or fare schedule is amended or cancelled,
such amendment or cancellation will not be considered a cancellation of the trip by Sankara Yatra. Yatrees
need to pay the variation in air fare caused due to fluctuation in fuel prices, currency fluctuations and raise
in fare of airline companies and other causes responsible for hike in air fare.

YATRIS RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. The yatris shall not create nuisance to the fellow travelers.
2. They should be basically self-sufficient or travel with a companion.
3. If there is gross negligence of the specified obligations on the part of the yatris he may be turned
away from the tour and he is not entitled to any refund. The yathri in such case, must travel back to
his hometown at his own cost.
4. The yathri must ensure that he has the necessary papers for the tour (passport, visa, certificates, etc.),
and takes out the insurance required (travel insurance and any cancellation cover, etc.)
5. Tourists should avoid alcohol, sedatives and narcotic analgesics during the trip to Kailash
Manasarovar as these drugs depress breathing
6. People who are aged, who have previous medical histories of blood pressure, diabetes, chest pain,
heart condition, vertigo, epilepsy or breathing difficulties or who are not physically fit for any
reason are strongly advised not to go on this trip.

Customer Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY
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TRIP PRICES:

The prices indicated are based on ground costs, fuel prices, airfares, exchange rates and basic assumptions
made at the time of announcing the trip. Sankara Yatra tries its utmost not to increase trip prices (in full
or part). However, sometimes a hike in the cost is beyond our control. Sankara Yatra reserves the right to
amend the trip cost (in full or part) without any prior notice at any time before and including on the
departure date. Amendments may be necessitated for many reasons including, but not limited to, exchange
rate fluctuations, increased fuel costs, airfare, airport charges, and increase in ground operator service fees
or the need to engage alternative air or ground operators. Any increase in trip cost must be paid prior to
the departure date.

ASSUMPTIONS OF RISKS:
You accept and agree to assume all risk associated with the journey and further agree to abide by the
terms and conditions of Sankara Yatra as described herein and its brochures and publications.
Sankara Yatra will not be liable for any risks, damage, damages, liabilities or losses associated with

any

illness, accident, weather hazards, political instabilities and other factors beyond the control of Sankara
Yatra and you agree not to hold Sankara Yatra, its agents, associates or employees
responsible or liable for any risks, damage, damages, liabilities or losses arising from the trip.

NOTE: In so far as your trip involves travel to any Chinese territory, the terms and conditions contained
herein are also subject to conditions imposed by China India Pilgrim Service Centre (CIPSC) and subject
to change as per the rules of CIPSC and Chinese Government.

Customer Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY
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FURTHER NOTICE:
You are specifically informed that you should refrain from hosting, displaying, uploading, modifying,
publishing, transmitting, updating or sharing any information on this website that
1. Belongs to another person and to which the user does not have any right to; is grossly harmful,
harassing, blasphemous defamatory, obscene, pornographic, paedophilic, libellous, invasive of
another's privacy, hateful, or racially, ethnically objectionable, disparaging, relating or
encouraging money laundering or gambling, or otherwise unlawful in any manner whatever;
2. Infringes any patent, trademark, copyright or other proprietary rights;
3. Violates any law for the time being in force;
4. Deceives or misleads the addressee about the origin of such messages or communicates any
information which is grossly offensive or menacing in nature;
5. Impersonate another person;
6. contains software viruses or any other computer code, files or programs designed to interrupt,
destroy or limit the functionality of any computer resource;
7. threatens the unity, integrity, defense, security or sovereignty of India, friendly relations with
foreign states, or public order or causes incitement to the commission of any cognizable
offence or prevents investigation of any offence or is insulting any other nation.
Compliance with Law:
The Yatris shall comply with the laws in force made by central, State, Municipal, etc including the (Chinese
territory)
Governing Law:
The laws enacted by the Union of India Govern all the disputes that arise out of this agreement within its
territory or beyond.
Arbitration:Any dispute arising out of this agreement shall be referred to M/s Justison Institute of Arbitration, First
Floor, 1C, No 10, V street, Gopalapuram, Chennai for Mediating the same and within 30 days failing which
the same may be referred to arbitrator appointed by the parties upon Mutual terms. The Arbitration will be
conducted under the Arbitration and conciliation Act, 1996 as amended and the seat of Arbitration Is
Bangalore and the Language of Arbitration is English.
Jurisdiction: The Courts in Bangalore alone have the jurisdiction to try the disputes arising out of this
agreement.

Customer Signature

Date: DD/MM/YY
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Important Note:
1. Age



Participants must be between 18 to 70 years of age.
Those below the age of 18 must either be accompanied by a parent/guardian or a consent form need
to be signed by them.

2. Medical



Be physically and mentally fit.
Please note that this trek is not advised for pregnant women and those suffering from chronic health
problems, like epilepsy, heart ailments, uncontrolled BP, diabetes, asthma, psychological problems,
physical disabilities and obesity.

3. Passport



A valid passport is needed with a minimum validity of 180 days from the last date of the sojourn.
Please note that diplomatic passports are not allowed.
PIO/OCI or any other ID cards are not accepted in Tibet.

4. Visa Process


Indian Passport holders do not require a visa for Nepal.

The Tibet permit and visa for everyone will be organized by Sankara Yatra. To facilitate this, your
original passport is required at New Delhi, well in advance prior to the departure date. The actual date
and details will be confirmed based on the group you choose to travel with us.
Visa Process for NRI
Indian nationals do not require a visa (only) for Nepal
Foreign nationals will require a 15 days multiple entry visa for Nepal which can be availed on arrival at
Kathmandu airport, Nepal. A visa fee of $25 is payable along with two passport size photos. Visa for Tibet
will be organized by Sankara Yatra. To facilitate this, original passport of Indian Nationals is required well in
advance prior to the departure date. Details will be sent upon registration.
For Non-Indian Nationals, Tibet visa will be organized in Kathmandu 4 days prior to the departure. Request
the NRI to be in Kathmandu for the visa process.

Customer Signature
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Arbitration:
Any dispute arising out of this agreement will be referred to the Sole Arbitrator, if there is no consensus in
the appointment of arbitrator both the parties may appoint an arbitrator and the two arbitrators thus appointed
may appoint a common arbitrator,. The seat of arbitration proceedings would be at Bangalore .
Address of Notices: Any letter, notice or any written communications shall be addressed to:
JUSTISON INSTITUTE OF ARBITRATION(JIA)
SANKARA YATRA

Corporate Office:
#64, 8th Cross, New BEL Road,
Bangalore - 560054
T: 080 43000900
Email: info@sankarayatra.com

Regional Office:
# 1941, 18th Main Road,
Anna Nagar West, Chennai - 600040
T: 044 40593377 / 40593388

I have read and understood clearly the Terms & Conditions and agree . I will abide by the situations and
circumstances which are made clear in this form

Customer Signature
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